PROPOSITION 1. Any simple extension P e can be expressed as the sum of a canonical extension of P plus a finite signed measure on SI. (Since the construction is carried out in a unique manner, this decomposition of P e will be called the canonical decomposition of P e .)
Proof. As in [1] , let if be a set which extends P canonically to SI'. For any A' e SI' with A' = AJtί + A 2 H C for some A, and A 2 in SI write P.{A') = P(A'K C ) + PeiAHK) + P e {A 2 H c 
K) .
It may be supposed that P{K) Φ 0. Thus, let a Ω = P e (HK)/P(K) and define a set function ε on SI such that for every A e SI
e(A) -P e (AHK) -a Ω P{AK) .
It is immediate that ε is a finite signed measure. It also follows that for any A e SI Proof. Let B e SI be a positive set for ε according to its Jordan decomposition and let 4eSl with P(A) = 0. Then,
) is a negative set for ε then it follows that ε(AC) = 0 where one merely inserts C for B in (2.1). Hence e < P. (a) , is a measure (P o U a.e.) Also, let X-dP/dP Q where for all A P(A) = Hence, define
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From (4 1) 
JB
To show this, begin by establishing that
This follows at once by observing that
JΩ JΩ
Next, write X -lim X n where -X* = Σ ζ fcf »(yA fcfn ) where
is the characteristic function of A k , n e SI and {-X»}»^i is an increasing sequence. Finally, since XG L^Ω, SI, p o (^, | S3)) P o 1 8 a.e., the monotone convergence theorem can be used on the following chain of equalities to give the desired result: If P e {A') = 0, it follows that P^JBΓ) -P(A 2 iQ = 0. Thus
by Proposition 1 it follows that e(A) -e(AK)
for all A e Si; hence ε(Λ) = e(Λ) = 0 and thus P e {A') = 0. COROLLARY 6. Ψϊtλ ίfee notation of Theorem 5, assume Pf is regular with 0 < oc Ω < 1. Lβί P β , δe α^ί/ o^feer canonical extension of P to SI', £feeπ P c^ is regular.
Proof. P β , < P c and the proof is complete by Lemma 4.
The representation of an arbitrary simple extension as constructed in Proposition 1 helps establish the following interesting PROPOSITION 7. Let (Ω, St, P) ί >e given with % countably generated and {ω}eSt for all ωeΩ. Suppose iϊ£2t with P*(H) = 0 P*(H) = 1. Then there exists no simple extension P e of P to SI' 0 (2ί, iϊ) s^c/^ ίλaί P e a is regular.
Proof. With if so chosen, it follows that the set iΓ associated with the canonical part of P e has P-measure one.
By Proposition 1 write
P.(A') = a Q P(AJt) + e(AJ + β Ω P(A 2 K) -e(A 2 )
for any A! e St' with A' e A x iϊ + A 2 # c and A i e SI, i = 1, 2. It may be assumed that 0 < a^ < 1; otherwise, P e would be canonical (see [1] ) and the result would follow directly as in [3] , p. 210.
Suppose there exists a version of P", p β ( , |2l), such that p e (ω, I SI) is a measure on SI'. Define Define a set E where E is the set of points ω for which it is not true that p e (ω, D\VL) = (ψD)(ω) identically for all DeSi (where ψD is the characteristic function of D). Since §1 is countably generated, P(E) = 0 (see [3, p. 210] The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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